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latter as lawyers often become in society from professional habit, and of what remains of it I had when I became acquainted with him, he did much to cure me. If during our frequent and long rides the subjects of conversation were ordinarily of his own selection and if his -was much the larger share this was because I was scarcely ever otherwise than pleased with his discourse and therefore indisposed, to interrupt it and not because of any unreasonable loquacity on his part. He avoided, as a general rule, the subjects under discussion in Congress, apparently glad to drop them and to recreate his mind in fresh fields, except when something of unusual piquancy was afoot, and, when left to himself, Virginia, her public men of earlier days, her people and her past condition, the character and life of his deceased brother Richard, with England and the English, were commonly the themes on which he talked better than I ever heard another man tall?. Nothing could be more interesting than his descriptions of the former prosperity of the Old Dominion, the extent and magnificence of the baronial establishments, as he called them, especially on the James River and the Appomatox, the honorable pride and splendid hospitality and true quality of their proprietors and the contrasts he depicted between those halcyon days and the times in which he spoke. Those who only met him in the fields of political contention where harsh or railing censure and stinging sarcasm seemed his natural and vital atmosphere could not have been made to believe the degree of sensibility sometimes rising to the silent tear, which he was wont to manifest when dwelling on these topics.
A notice of a remarkable scene in the early life of Randolph, which seems appropriate here, renders necessary a reference to the political course of Patrick Henry, to whose character and conduct before and during our struggle for independence history has done full justice. To dwell now upon his admirable bearing at the latter period when his heroick spirit in behalf of public liberty and his efficient efforts to set in motion the ball of revolution established claims upon our respect and gratitude which nothing short of positive dishonor could ever obliterate, would be merely to repeat lessons with which our school-boys are familiar. Clear, straightforward and unflinching in his every act, -his course in those days of imminent peril and of fearful responsibility was in every respect such as left no room for doubt or question in the breast of any one among his applauding countrymen. The stand he took in the Virginia Convention called to decide upon the ratification of the new Constitution was no less spirited, unequivocal and firm, but not so unanimously approved by those for whom he acted. His dissatisfaction with the plan proposed by the Federal Convention was unqualified and his hostility-to it unmitigated. Others opposed it
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